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HOLDING YOUR GROUND is an instructional guide and planning tool that addresses defensive

preparation of a location. If the government can no longer protect your home, farm or property,

HOLDING will teach you how. HOLDING covers virtually every aspect of protecting you and your

family in the event society breaks down. Many people have preparations for food, water, shelter and

personal defense. HOLDING will teach you how to configure your home, train your team, and

properly equip any location for defense. Covering topics ranging from hiding in plain sight to

pre-positioning of supplies, HOLDING uses common sense, military tactics and historical examples

that allow you to prepare for defense without affecting your property's value or appearance.
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I received a complimentary copy of the Holding Your Ground - Total Defense ebook to review. My

first thought was "why has it taken so long for someone to write this?" --shtfblog.com"I loved the part

about facades. Who would have thought of that? We are talking about it every day now and trying to

decide on how we want to hide our house."....Cindy, New Mexico --holdingyourground.comJoe

Nobody, steps through both options, from equipping your home, to personal equipment selection,

and building and placement of firing positions and over-watch locations...Ã‚Â  It makes an excellent

companion to the Army Combat Engineers manual and the Ranger

Handbook...opensourcesurvival.comI would say it is the "go-to" book on defensive

tactics...bisonsurvivalblog.blogspot.com"Holding Your Ground" is an indispensable tool for your



preparedness arsenal. It comes very highly recommended...paratusfamiliablog.com

HOLDING YOUR GROUND is written for people who prepare for a time when two critical situations

become reality: 1. The Government no longer provides security, such as the police, either locally or

nationally.2. There is a disruption in the food supply.The reason or cause really doesn't matter. It

could be natural disasters, economic collapse, social upheaval, EMP attack, pandemic, or any other

doomsday scenario you can think of. If Law Enforcement is no longer there and people are hungry,

ugly things can happen.We Preppers are normally peaceful people who simply want to grow our

food, raise our children and perhaps contribute to the re-building of our society should such events

occur. Unfortunately, not everyone prepares, and that means there may be haves and have not's.

Ã‚Â Every society has some economic division of its people and for the most part, they co-exist

without issue. When it comes to FOOD, the chances of a peaceful existence between those who

have and those who don't is low. We live in a free, well-armed society, and that means if trouble

does erupt - it will probably be violent.Ã‚Â HOLDING uses several military terms and concepts and

these can be intimidating for some people. Fortunately for our society, our military and law

enforcement have handled the "dirty work" of protecting us for hundreds of years. Since we are

planning for a world where they will no longer provide that security, we need to learn some of their

skills. They have established a very specific terminology to teach these skills, and it works. While I

could not justify reinventing their "educational wheel," a serious attempt is made to communicate in

"laymen's" terms wherever practical. All of us may need to think a little more than like a soldier or

policeman.Ã‚Â If you are "a little past your prime," HOLDING can help you "hide in plain sight" and

avoid trouble whenever possible. I, personally, fall into this category and while I could still put up a

good fight, combat is for younger men. HOLDING can teach you how to set up your location (Bug

Out or In) so that you can have the best chance of surviving even the worst situations.Ã‚Â If you are

part of a "young family," HOLDING will provide you with several ideas to assist you with your plan

and the options available to you. A TEOTEAWKI life with younger children is a completely different

situation than an all-adult group. The potential issues regarding those precious young ones are

considered throughout.Ã‚Â If you are part of a large, geographically close family or group,

HOLDING will provide valuable information on how to utilize your team's size and capabilities.

Regardless of your age, the size of your group, where you are located and what your physical

capabilities are - HOLDING can teach you certain basics that may make the difference if it all falls

apart.Ã‚Â Joe Nobody



"Holding Your Ground" is a well written, generally clear, straight-forward, and useful survey of a

primarily defensive/passive strategies and techniques that could well save your life, if things should

all fall apart; a formerly unthinkable scenario that is, in my opinion, becoming less "unthinkable" by

the day. Moreover, many of the steps "Joe Nobody" recommends could be relatively easily

accomplished and are not very expensive.Written from an obvious military prospective, this book

covers many fundamental considerations, starting with not only a systematic survey of the strengths

and weaknesses of the place to be defended, but also with an honest appraisal of the attitudes

potential defenders would bring to this dire situation i.e. at its most basic level, could you pick up a

gun and shoot someone who was intent on robbing or killing you and yours. It then proceeds to very

systematically outline various defensive strategies, techniques, and in the smaller offensive section,

to list a few of the types of weapons and the basic equipment that would help you to "hold your

ground."I particularly liked his ideas for "hiding in plain sight," camouflaging your location and/or

making it appear to be burnt out, abandoned, and/or already looted, and several creative ideas for

using camouflage netting inside a structure, including hanging it across windows and tightly

covering doors with it to make any attempted entry by attackers much more difficult, thus giving

defenders much more time to react.There are many very clear drawings/illustrations that help to

show what he is trying to teach but, unfortunately, on the other hand, the pictures used in this work

are almost uniformly out of focus and muddy--making it very hard to even see what he is attempting

to illustrate.A minor criticism is that several times in this book the author refers to the "red arrows"

that are supposed to be in illustrations, when the whole book is printed in black and white only i.e.

no red or any other color arrows.I highly recommend this book to get you thinking very defensively

and thinking in ways and about things that you probably do not currently think about. Our days of

living off the surpluses created by past generations, of peace and plenty, and a hazy disconnect

from reality, look like they are coming to an end folks, and perhaps a very abrupt one. So, time to

"listen up" and prepare, to be the ant and not the grasshopper.Finally, the author often writes that

there are many military manuals or other publications that give more detailed information on this or

that subject which he is just outlining. One thing that I believe would have greatly increased the

usefulness of this book would have been a select bibliography of several of the key military manuals

and other publications that he was referring to.

This book is very poorly put together. It is an apparent knock off of a different print. For example, the

text will refer to colored arrows in the diagrams and the book contains no color. Spelling and

grammar are poor in many areas. Terribly distracting and sometimes misleading. The content is not



always cohesive. In some areas the 'author' has put in some thought, while in others 'he' is just

printing some poorly thought out opinions. Some of his plans are based on infrastructure and

services that are not likely to be found if "it all falls apart". I did learn some valuable tips and read

some interesting approaches, but overall I think the content was much too amateur. I expected

something a LOT more refined and much more cohesive in thought.

This book made me reevaluate how I look at my home and I WISH I had read it BEFORE my home

was renovated.A planned bedroom move at the front of the house to the back of the house is still on

but after reading this book, the new windows at the front of the house will no longer be large white

casement windows. Instead, they will be two rows of NARROW HIGH DARK windows running

across the front which OPEN IN (so people outside cannot tell the windows are open from the

outside) to let in ventilation/breeze but are also too small and high for someone to climb in. On the

house plans, they look quite modern and leave a lot of wall space in the new living room area which

is great. I plan to build a bookcase against that wall seen in a magazine that is also a ladder but

doesn't look like one so if someone wants to look outside, go for it. I found venting round windows

(any size I want or color or heat/cold value, whatever) on a Chinese website and I was thinking of

buying a few very small round peep hole windows which open by turning(They don't open inside or

outside) but actually spin open so half the window is venting when open so people can look out.I

had french doors put in before I read this book and they are being removed now. Too easy to break

into and in storms, to easy to blow in.The checklist is great also. Worth the cost of the book by itself.

This book is informative and makes one understand what it would take to defend your property

should the bottom fall out. Evaluating your assets, strengths and weaknesses both in family and

defensive training. It gives the reader an understanding how vulnerable your sanctuary or home

maybe against unwanted visitors. Well explained and researched. Recommend reading.
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